START HERE – Is material published or unpublished?

Published

Unpublished

Are you the author who will reproduce it and it’s from your personal collection?

YES

NO

Protected for life of creator + 70yrs. Is author/creator alive?

YES

NO

Did author/creator die before 1944?

YES

NO

PUBLIC DOMAIN and/or NO DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

Is it in the public domain?

- Pub’d before 1923.
- Pub’d 1923–1977 and w/o © notice
- Unpub’d, created before 1894 (if author death date unknown)
- Created solely by a U.S. government employee as part of his/her official duties.
- Other – inquire with SISP

Is rights holder known?

YES

NO

If unsure who owner is, begin with the publisher of the source. Note: Libraries are not rights holders for books held in their collections and cannot license rights to you in lieu of the owner.

If owned by SI, contact the owning unit to request permission – all SI units require this, even for SI staff and publications. Submit the unit’s form, SISP’s “Permission Request for Third-Party Materials,”* or an email thread confirming a unit’s authorized rights coordinator permits use.

If owned by a museum/organization, submit a “Permission Request for Third-Party Materials”* or, if all terms are included, the rights holder’s form. If the organization posts a “standard license” or “terms of use” (e.g., NASA, Library or Congress), print and submit to SISP.

If owned by an individual, submit a “Permission Request for Third-Party Materials.”*

*Download form at www.scholarlypress.si.edu/resources/permissions/.

SISP cannot accept:

- permissions with terms that restrict SISP from fulfilling its publication plan;
- verbal reassurance with no supporting detail that materials are in the public domain or that a rights holder is unknown;
- email correspondence;
- any document that names Smithsonian or SISP or its staff as licensee or that requires a Smithsonian signature;
- any foreign-language document.